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Senior Management
Steven Chown
Chief Executive
Carole Pilley
Development Manager
Lee Bingham
Finance Manager
James Pegg
Business Support Manager 
Rebecca Harris
Parent Progression Manager
Adrienne Baker (until October 2020)
Parent Progression Manager
Sanchia Hylton-Smith 
Devon Family Resource Manager 
Laura Robinson
Community Builders Project 
Manager 
Ellie Barnes
Kerry Shakesheave
Exeter Connect Manager (job 
share)
Kevin Hunter
Fundraising Manager
Adam Atkins
Marketing and Engagement 
Manager

Thank you to our staff and trustees
We currently employ 49 full and part-time staff 
across the charity (as of October 2020). 

We want to thank every member of staff and 
the board of trustees and directors for their hard 
work and commitment both in the year 2019-
2020 and since, in what have been incredibly 
difficult conditions.

Tim Goodwin 
Chair (elected October 2019)
Alan Broughton
Chair of Strategy, Projects and Relationships 
Committee 
Robert Pepper (appointed February 2020)
Honorary Treasurer, Company Secretary 
Chair of Business and Resources Committee
Sheila Swarbrick 
Deputy Chair of Strategy, Projects and 
Relationships Committee
John Barrett
Strategy, Projects and Relationships Committee
Richard Clack (resigned April 2020) 
Business and Resources Committee 
Pat Cusa (resigned October 2019)
Strategy, Projects and Relationships Committee
Business and Resources Committee 
Charlotte Hanson (appointed March 2020)
Strategy, Projects and Relationships Committee
Diane Hayman
Strategy, Projects and Relationships Committee
Business and Resources Committee
Caroline Lake (appointed December 2019)
Strategy, Projects and Relationships Committee 
Heather Morgan (resigned October 2020)
Chris Neale
Business and Resources Committee
Beth Reynolds (appointed June 2019)
Business and Resources Committee 
David Walters (resigned October 2019)
Business and Resources Committee

Non-executive and co-opted members
Liz Vizard Teacher and Tutor. Strategy, Projects 
and Relationships Committee
Geoff Poad Clerk to the Trustees 



the end of 2020 saw our first joint appeal take place: Secret Santa. Through this 
appeal we raised money to support dozens of families across Exeter to have a 
more comfortable Christmas than they might otherwise have had. 

over the coming months and years.

ECI x Exeter City FC 
Trust

A new friendship for 2020 and 
beyond



Tim Goodwin
Chair of ECI Council

2020 has been a year of disruption. Covid-19 and the consequent
disrupted the lives of all of us. We suddenly found

ourselves shut off from our community; physically isolated from our
friends and extended families. Most of us were homebound, unable to
venture out to procure basic goods and services. With offices
shuttering and business put on hold, many faced losing our livelihoods.

What was a disruptive shock to many is a situation the vulnerable
families and individuals we serve know all too well. They live it day in
and day out. The year of disruption hammered home why the work of
Exeter Community Initiatives is so important.

While we have had to make some difficult decisions to adjust to the economic realities, in
general ECI is in a healthier position than a year ago. The Trustees had determined to commit
resources to a new Income Diversification Strategy. This investment allowed us to hire two new
roles: a marketing and engagement manager and a fundraising manager. Adam Atkins and
Kevin Hunter both hit the ground running and adapted quickly to the changing circumstances
around the Covid-19 pandemic. Both have generated new income, but more importantly
established new connections and enhanced our network of supporters.

governance Council has undergone change as well. Long-time trustee Ruth Saltmarsh
stepped down a year ago. This year, Richard Clack our Treasurer, Pat Cusa and David Walters
also made known that they would be retiring. With a loss of such tremendous experience and
immeasurable wisdom, the Council has put in place a succession plan to itself.

ECI responded to the crisis without flinching. Within days of the
lockdown announcement the staff demonstrated a clear-eyed
determination to reset the model by which we manage and deliver valuable assistance to 
the communities ECI serve.
teams adjusted their services to meet the emergent needs, and in the face of shifting 

major new programme funded by Exeter City Council to support community groups and the 
voluntary sector.
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We have been joined by five new trustees: Beth Reynolds who assumes HR support,
Caroline Lake provides strength in Diversity and Inclusion issues, Rob Pepper brings a strong
background to the role of Honorary Treasurer, Diane Hayman reinforces our marketing and
social media capabilities, and Charlotte Hanson adds immense depth to our governance,
development and regional networks. This is an impressive group who represent a new
generation of leadership for ECI. I am grateful for their talents and awed by their collective
energy.

Guiding us through this transition has been Heather Morgan, who has made known her own
interest in having more time to devote to her other passions. Although she has stepped down as
Chair at the last AGM, Heather agreed to stay on the Council to provide continuity and
perspective as we faced a challenging year. I am personally appreciative for her support and
mentoring.

There is no guidebook or how-to-manual to navigate a year like this. That is why the
performance of the ECI team is all the more impressive. ECI is blessed with high quality people
who genuinely care about the lives of those we assist, as well as each other. They provided
support and leadership to helping to get lives on track and our community recover,
often while balancing their own caring responsibilities along with ECI duties. It has been
challenging and stressful. A huge thank you to Steven Chown, Chief Executive and the entire
team for their commitment and effectiveness.

COVID-19 disrupted all of our lives. It also magnified the challenges of vulnerable families
already living on the margins. Many of us have been able to adapt our lives and careers
through Zoom-ing and Team-ing. The gap widens, however, for those who have been knocked
down. Inclusiveness is at the heart of work. As we look to back we will
continue to challenge inequality, homelessness and poverty with an agenda that embraces
inclusiveness and celebrates diversity.

Finally, thank you to our funders, supporters and partners. Special thanks to our Friends of ECI.
The generosity and encouragement fuels our work. Please continue to spread the word about all
that ECI has to offer. There is so much work to do and we need your continued help.

Tim Goodwin
September 2020



ECI is a local charity set up 25 years ago to help people facing poverty, inequality and 
homelessness. 

We want to see our communities become stronger, more resilient and ready for the future.

We help people get back on track by improving their mental, emotional and physical 
wellbeing; increasing their sense of belonging; learning and developing the skills to succeed in 
life.

Through our work we seek to challenge inequality, homelessness and poverty and support the 
campaigns of others.

We believe in the power of community, mutual responsibility, support and understanding.

Exeter Community Initiatives
We help where it matters most

Image credit: Inclusive Exeter



We all need a little extra help 
at some point in our lives

felt worthless and low. I feel great 
now. I have a good relationship with 
my son. I think about what I have 

grateful you chose me to receive 

at the end of the tunnel now. Thank 
you. The main benefits were having 
someone who understood, listened 
and was pro-active in providing 
support, suggesting practical 
solutions and providing emotional 
support
Parent, Devon Family Resource

Exeter Community Initiatives 
has provided opportunities 
for people to get their lives 
back on track and help 
others do the same thing. 

thought it was a very simple 
but powerful workshop. As 
someone who instinctively 
has steered away from 
routine in the past, I was really 
glad that it discussed both 
the positives and negatives of 
routines/habits. It made me 
understand that my existing 
approaches have their 
strengths whilst also showing 
me that developing more 
routine would likely benefit 
my life and give me energy

training 
programme for volunteers with 
Transitions gave me the confidence 
to get started with this new role. It 
has challenged me but I also get a 
tremendous thrill watching a person 
gain confidence and achieve their 
goals with my support
Volunteer mentor, Transitions



ECI provides a safe, supportive working environment for our paid 
staff and volunteers. We encourage mutual responsibility and 
shared learning.

A great team of staff and volunteers
Bringing people together

Thank you to all our volunteers. Your energy, commitment and 
kindness have helped us support our community through an 
incredibly trying time.

This year 
155 Volunteers 

gave
7,135 hours 
of time, worth 

£71,350 
(£10 per hour)

We have staff and volunteers with 
skills working with:

Children and families
Vulnerable adults
Community projects
Customers in retail 
environments

This year
58 volunteers gave

1,874 hours 
of time

worth £17,428
(based on Real Living 

Wage at £9.30 an hour). 



Our Projects
We support people to take control of their lives by developing 
community projects that meet local needs. 

Each of our projects is designed to tackle a particular issue, allowing us 
to deliver targeted solutions that operate at a local level. 

Through this approach we can maximise our impact, working across 
ECI to deliver bespoke services that are timely and relevant to the 
people that we support.
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Exeter Connect is a new service 
commissioned by Exeter City 
Council to provide free, 
independent, professional and 
practical support to existing and 
new community organisations in 
the city to help them develop and 
become self-sustaining.

From the outset Exeter Connect 
played a key role in the community 
response to the pandemic co-
ordinated by the Exeter Community 
Wellbeing Team. Exeter Connect 
provided support to local 
community support groups that 
emerged during the initial phases 
of the lockdown to help isolated 
and vulnerable residents and 
worked with the Exeter City Council 
helpline to place volunteers with 
these groups. They were also the 
point of contact for groups 
needing help and groups offering 
help.

KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£58,976
WHO WE HELP

Existing and new 
community organisations

WHERE WE ARE
Across Exeter

Exeter Connect

Image credit: Urban Mushroom Company



Bike Bank provides opportunities for 
unemployed and vulnerable people to 
gain skills in repairing unwanted bikes. All 
bikes we work on have been donated by 
members of the public. 

This year we have partnered with Ride On 
located on the quayside in Exeter to 
provide a high-quality 12-week training 
programme for participants.

The programme helps participants build 
confidence, spend time with others in a 
professional and supportive environment 
and gain bicycle maintenance skills. 

KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£17,671
WHO WE HELP

Long-term unemployed 
and people with multiple 

challenges
PEOPLE HELPED
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WHERE WE ARE

61 Haven Road, Exeter

Bike Bank 

On completion of the course 
Dave said that the three best 

things about it were: 

with 

greatest achievement was 
shop day 
. 



PROJECT KEY FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£77,810
WHO WE HELP

Families with children 5-18
PEOPLE HELPED

110 families + 74 parents
WHERE WE ARE

Across Exeter and East 
Devon

Devon Family Resource 
Devon Family Resource provides 
support to families and children, aged 
0-18, facing challenges and hardships; 
such as, social isolation, breakdown in 
family relationships, parenting issues, 
housing problems and debt. 

The project offers family support with a 
dedicated family support worker 
(FSW) who is allocated to a family for 
a duration of work. This work begins 
with a meeting in the family home: 
where the family and the worker 

their strengths, and work together to 
form an action plan, with clear goals, 
to help the family create positive 
change.  

The team has been enhanced by a 
highly experienced play therapist and 
a trauma specialist to provide 
additional support to children and 
families experiencing mental health 
issues and trauma, including Adverse 
Childhood Experiences (ACE). 



KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£52,313
WHO WE HELP

People on a low income 
raising children
WHERE WE ARE

148-9 Fore Street, Exeter

JELLY

Everyone has made me feel 

greeted with smiles. The 
experience has really helped 
build up my confidence and 

Jelly Volunteer

Jelly provides second hand 
clothing, toys, books and baby 
accessories all at low cost. We have 
a baby changing room, a sofa area 
for mothers to breast feed babies 
and for parents to relax while their 
children play at a table with toys 
and colouring books. We rely on 
donations. 

We also offer opportunities for 
volunteers to work in a retail 
environment to build confidence 
and learn new skills. Volunteers are 
able to do on-line training courses 
to improve their employability.



The Parent Progression Project 
funded by Action for Children 
(commissioned by Devon County 
Council) has just completed its 
second full year and is now in the 
third year of a 3-year contract with 
a possible one year plus one 
extension.

From a standing start in April 2018 
the project has gone from strength 
to strength.  The aim of the Parent 
Progression project is to support out 
of work parents (with children under 
the age of 8) to progress towards 
employment by means of training, 
volunteering or directly into paid 
work. Some of these parents will be 
from a workless household.  

The Parent Progression Team covers 
the whole of the county of Devon 
with a small team of 8 staff, most of 
whom are part-time.

KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£202,091
WHO WE HELP

Parents with children aged 
up to 8

PEOPLE HELPED
137

WHERE WE ARE

Devon

Parent Progression Project

The Parent Progression Team



Ripple Effect
PROJECT KEY FACTS

2019-20 INCOME
£651

WHO WE HELP
Long-term unemployed and 

people with multiple 
challenges

PEOPLE HELPED
55

WHERE WE ARE
Across Exeter

Photobeatz was a photography 
and music project done in 
partnership with the Apple Store 
and ending with an exhibition of 
the photographs in the Barnfield
Theatre Gallery in July 2019 
accompanied by the music that 
had been created as part of the 
project. A selection of the 
photographs were made into 
greetings cards to raise money for 
the project

Ripple Effect works with people who are 
marginalised or experience a range of 
disadvantages, by engaging them in 
meaningful opportunities that can 
increase their sense of wellbeing and 
confidence to make changes in their 
lives through connecting and working 
together.  

Due to a lack of funding, Ripple Effect 
closed in March 2020. However, it is to 
be relaunched in Spring 2021 with 
funding secured from Lloyds Bank 
Foundation and Awards for All.



Transitions works with adults who are 
experiencing isolation, vulnerability 
and/or other disadvantage, and who 
have limited support networks.  During 
the year the project supported 69 
people with the main source of referrals 
from homelessness, recovery and mental 
health agencies.  

The project provides 
coaching/mentoring support and 
guided self-help via trained volunteers, 
along with small group workshops and 
meet-ups.  We aim to help people to 
better manage their own health and 
wellbeing, to be more socially 
connected and be more resilient in the 

KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£68,002
WHO WE HELP

Vulnerably housed people 
moving towards 

independent living
PEOPLE HELPED

69
WHERE WE ARE
Across Exeter

Transitions

helpful.  Laura was very helpful 
in getting in contact with a few 
charities to help me get some 
furniture and Jelena has been 
helpful, she contacts me every 

Transitions client



The Community Builders are part of 
the Wellbeing Exeter project, which is 
a combination of social prescribing 
and Asset Based Community 
Development (ABCD) to enable 
individuals and communities to 
improve and promote their own 
wellbeing. There are 12 Community 
Builders across all 13 wards in Exeter.

Through listening to and talking to 
residents, our Community Builders are 
able to support people to recognise 
their strengths and act together for 
the good of the community. The 
Community Builders played an 
important role supporting residents 
and community groups at the start of 
the pandemic.

KEY PROJECT FACTS
2019-20 INCOME

£257,925
WHO WE HELP

Individuals and communities 
across Exeter

WHERE WE ARE
We have a Community 
Builder in each of the 13 

wards of Exeter

Community Builders

Community Builder for an emergency referral for a severely compromised elderly 
resident. Our Community Builder sorted out the problem immediately by asking 

help out apart from phone calls. Now I know the great work you do
Resident, St Loyes re: CV19 Response

Community Builders Team



Building a greater impact
We value partnership and working with other organisations to 
create a greater impact. By nurturing supportive and 
professional relationships we are better able to meet the needs 
of the local community.

never easy to negotiate change, even harder when a person is 
undermined by the distress and trauma of poor mental health. In 
such situations alongside the cognitive challenges, a person needs to 
feel and see the possibility of change. The Transitions team support 
people through this complex realm of change and I am thankful that 
you are there
Senior Mental Health Practitioner (Social Worker)
Exeter Liaison Psychiatry

We are one of a number of charities based at Colab, an integrated 
wellbeing and innovation hub. Many of these agencies working on 
issues relating to homelessness, preventing re-offending, recovery 
from drug and alcohol misuse refer into our Bike Bank, Ripple Effect 
and Transitions projects.

services for parents seeking opportunities for volunteering, training 
and employment.

We play an active role in the Exeter Early Help Partnership for Children 
and Families and Victim Care Network working to support families 
who may need a little extra help.



What our clients and 
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very comprehensive training 
programme for volunteers with 
Transitions gave me enough 
confidence to get started with 
this new role. It has challenged 
me but I also get a tremendous 
thrill watching a person gain 
confidence and achieve their 
goals with my support
Volunteer mentor, Transitions

Transitions

Transitions client

wanted to interact with others 
in a more social environment 
while giving something back to 

much to put a smile on other 

acquired essential life skills which 

warming interpersonal 
experiences I have had here at 
Jelly
Jelly volunteer

felt worthless and low. I feel 
great now. I have a good 
relationship with my son. I think 
about what I have got not what I 

lost hope. There is light at the end 
of the tunnel now. Thank you. The 
main benefits were having 
someone who understood, 
listened and was pro-active in 
providing support, suggesting 
practical solutions and providing 
emotional support
Parent, Devon Family Resource



Maximising frontline resources

Last year we spent 
£944,106 on delivering 
services and achieving 
outcomes.

£474,213 was spent 
directly on service 
provision and £253,991 
on project development, 
the remainder being 
core costs and delivery.

The free reserves 
excluding fixed assets 
and a permanent 
endowment, were 
£190,726 at 31st March 
2020.

2020 2019 Change

Total Designated Funds £15,000 £3,143 377%

Total Unrestricted (free) Reserves £203,513 £327,855 -38%

Total Restricted Funds £180,600 £107,549 68%

Endowment Fund £27,348 £28,251 -3%

Total Funds £426,461 £466,798 9%

377,762 347,154

83,602 82,349

384,054
298,701

59,254 215,902
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In 2019-20 we had a range of income from various sources, totalling £904,672.

We have continued to deliver projects funded by statutory agencies, through 
Action for Children and Wellbeing Exeter and secured funding from Exeter City 
Council to launch Exeter Connect. We will shortly be relaunching a pilot of our 
Ripple Effect project and are seeking further funding for our ReMade project, 
which we anticipate launching as a pilot in April 2021.
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Building for the Future 

2019-20

Statutory Individual giving and donations Grant income Alt income Traded income

2018-19

Statutory Individual giving and donations

Grant income Alt income

Traded income



Get Involved
Help us make 2021 the best year yet
We have had a fantastic year but there is always more that we can do. 
With your support we can make a difference together.

Volunteer
Join our team of nearly 60 
volunteers working across a variety 
of projects. Contact us to find out 
how you could be involved
http://www.eci.org.uk/volunteer/

Become a Community Fundraiser
Do something amazing. Help raise 
funds for ECI by using your talent or 
trying something new. Set up your 
own fundraising page 
https://localgiving.org/charity/exet
ercommunityinitiatives/

Become a Friend of ECI
Through our Friends of ECI scheme 
you can make a regular longer 
term donation and contribute vital 
funds that we can rely on in future 
http://www.eci.org.uk/friends-of-
exeter-community-initiatives/

Make a One Off Donation
A quick and easy way to make a 
big difference in your local 
community. Donations can be 

https://localgiving.org/charity/exet
ercommunityinitiatives/

Leave a Gift in your Will
Make a lasting impact or 
remember a loved one by leaving 
a gift to ECI in your Will. Contact 
Adam Atkins on 01392 205800. For 
more details visit 
http://www.eci.org.uk/support-
us/leave-gift-will/

Sign up to our Newsletter
You can to sign up to our quarterly 
e-newsletter providing regular 
information about our work.
https://www.eci.org.uk/about/new
sletters/

To get regular updates follow us on Facebook ExeterCommunityInitiatives, Twitter @ExeterCI



Make a Difference
Thank you to all our volunteers, staff and funders for making 
this year a great success. Particular thanks to:

Our Friends of Exeter Community Initiatives. We received £14,108 in 
individual donations and a further £2,618 from churches and faith 
groups.

Thanks to the continued support from local churches: Central Exeter 
PCC, Chulmleigh Congregational Church, Clyst St George PCC, Mint 
Methodist Church, Sidwell Street Methodist Church, South Street 
Baptist Church, St James Church, St Michael and All Angels and 
Pinhoe PCC.

The Exeter White Stuff team who raised £1,470 throughout the year.

We had many significant one off donations: including a legacy from 
the estate of Valerie Freeman, The Mumme-Ackford Trust, SLR 
Consulting, Exeter Cathedral, The Fore Street Flea and Exeter Bridge 
Club. 

Our funders and partners: Devon County Council, Exeter City Council, 
Action for Children, EDP, Lloyds Bank Foundation, Big Lottery, Office 
of the Police and Crime Commissioner (Devon & Cornwall), Henry 
Smith Charity, Devon Community Foundation and the Pilgrim Trust.



CONTACT US:
01392 205800
info@eci.org.uk
www.eci.org.uk

Registered 
charity: 1026229
Registered company
(England): 02844870
Registered address: 148-
149 Fore Street, Exeter, 
EX4 3AN


